
 
 
 
 
 

AVENSIS’24  

Event Details  

Date: January 31, 2024 and Ist Feb. 2024 

Agenda:  

The AVENSIS inauguration ceremony unfolded with the traditional lamp lighting, 

symbolizing knowledge and enlightenment, followed by a soulful Sarasvati Vandana. Prof. 

Rinky Dwivedi then outlined the fest's exciting events and highlighted its role in promoting 

innovation. The pivotal moment came when Shree Kaptan Singh officially declared AVENSIS 

open, setting the stage for a two-day tech extravaganza. The agenda was succinct yet impactful, 

ensuring an engaging and memorable start to the festival.  

 

 

Time Line (Day 1) 

 

 
 

 

Time Line (Day 2) 

Venue 09:00 09:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 01:00 01:30 02:00 02:30 03:00 03:30 04:00 04:30

Near Boy's Hostel

Bank Ground

Main Ground

Auditorium

Seminar Hall 06

Lab 01

Lab 05

Lab 102

Lab 104

Lab 105

Lab 106 A

Lab 106 B

Lab 110

Lab 111

Classroom 201

Classroom 205

Seminar Hall 406

Creative Canvas

Memeverse Cupid AI

Robo War

Robo Soccer

UI Utopia

UI Utopia

Hack Avensis

Hack Avensis

Hack Avensis

Robo Maze

Parking

Inauguration

Code Crunch: DSA Marathon

Code Crunch: DSA Marathon COD

AVENSIS'24 Day 1 (31-01-2024)-Schedule of Events

Scavenger Hunt

Gully Cricket

Human Ludo

Hack Avensis Pehchan



 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Description of Events to be held during Avensis- 2024 

Fun and Creativity 

● Scavenger Hunt(Harry Potter Theme) 

Participants follow clues, solve puzzles, and navigate through hidden paths to uncover 

a coveted prize. This interactive quest combines mystery and exploration, challenging 

individuals or teams to use their wits and creativity in a thrilling pursuit of hidden 

treasure. 

● Memeverse 

"Memeverse" is a hilarious meme-making competition where participants unleash 

their creativity to craft the most clever and entertaining memes. With wit and humor 

as their tools, contestants navigate through rounds of laughter-inducing challenges, 

competing to create memes that capture the essence of the internet's ever-evolving 

humor landscape. 

● Creative Canvas 

"Creative Canvas" is a vibrant poster-making competition that invites artists to unleash 

their imagination on a blank canvas. Participants use a spectrum of colors, shapes, and 

ideas to craft visually stunning posters, showcasing their artistic flair and creativity. The 

competition serves as a colorful celebration of diverse talents and unique 

perspectives. 

Venue 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 01:00 01:30 02:00 02:30 03:00 03:30 04:00 04:30 05:00 05:30 06:00 06:30 07:00

Near Boy's Hostel

Near Canteen

Bank Ground

Auditorium

Seminar Hall 06

Main Ground

Parking

Lab 01

Lab 05

Lab 102

Lab 104

Lab 105

Lab 106 A

Lab 106 B

Lab 110

Lab 111

Classroom 201

Classroom 205

Seminar Hall 406

Fun and Creativity

Technical

Gaming

Robotics

Cultural

Algo Hunt

Algo Hunt

Mr and Ms Coder Hack Avensis

Hack Avensis

Bug Bounty

AVENSIS'24 Day 2 (01-02-2024)-Schedule of Events

Human Ludo DJ Star Night

IIC QUIZ

Hack Avensis

BGMI

Cupid AI

Valorant

Mr and Ms Coder



 
 
 
 
 

 

● Gully Cricket 

"Gully cricket" is an informal and spirited form of cricket. 

 

Technical 

● Hackathon Hackavensis 

A hackathon is an intense, collaborative event where programmers, developers, and 

creative minds come together to tackle real-world problems. Participants work against 

the clock to innovate and create solutions, showcasing their skills and producing 

functional prototypes or projects within a limited timeframe. 

● Algo Hunt 

An exhilarating coding competition designed to test the prowess of the sharpest minds 

in the world of programming! AlgoHunt is a two-round event that promises to 

challenge participants with a unique blend of problem-solving and debugging skills. 

● DSA Marathon 

Challenge Yourself: Tackle a series of coding problems designed to challenge your DSA 

skills. From beginner to advanced levels, there's something for everyone. 

Code Against Time: Experience the adrenaline rush of time-bound coding sessions. Can 

you solve the problems before the clock runs out? 

Prizes and Recognition: Compete with fellow coding enthusiasts for the top spots. Win 

exciting prizes and earn bragging rights as the DSA champion of Avenesis! 

● UI Utopia 

No Coding Required: This competition is all about design, with no coding involved. 

Showcase your UI/UX skills without the need for backend development. 

Theme-Based Challenges: Participants will be given exciting themes to base their 

designs on. Let your imagination run wild and create captivating user interfaces. 

Judging by Industry Experts: A panel of experienced judges from the field of design 

and user experience will evaluate and provide valuable feedback on your creations. 

Prizes for Innovation: Stand a chance to win accolades and fantastic prizes for the most 

innovative and visually appealing designs. 

● Quiz 

It is an inter college event. A set of questions about tech and innovation will be asked 

from the teams. Team with the maximum number of correct answers will be the 

winner.   



 
 
 
 
 
 

● Human Ludo 

"Human ludo" involves replacing traditional game tokens with actual human 

participants in a life-sized version of the board game Ludo.Participants would act as 

the game pieces, moving around the board based on the rules of Ludo, creating a 

unique and entertaining experience with real-life interactions. 

● Mr and Ms Coder 

This will consist of three rounds. First round will be the Personality Round. Second 

round will be a code hunt similar to treasure hunt and the final round will be a coding 

round. Scores of all these rounds will be added to decide the winners. 

● Cupid AI 

"Cupid AI" is a modern twist on blind dates where artificial intelligence plays 

matchmaker, using algorithms to analyze preferences, interests, and compatibility 

factors to pair individuals for a potential romantic connection. Participants embark on 

a blind date, trusting the AI's matchmaking skills to introduce them to a compatible 

partner based on data-driven insights. 

 

Gaming 

● Valorant 

Valorant is a popular tactical first-person shooter (FPS) game developed and published 

by Riot Games. Players engage in team-based matches, choosing characters with 

unique abilities to compete in objective-based gameplay. The game combines precise 

gunplay with strategic use of agents' abilities, creating a dynamic and competitive 

gaming experience. 

● Stumble guys 

In the game, players control customizable characters that navigate through obstacle 

courses filled with challenges and pitfalls. The goal is to be the last one standing by 

avoiding obstacles, outrunning opponents, and overcoming various hurdles. It's 

designed for lighthearted and entertaining gameplay, often drawing comparisons to 

other popular battle royale party games.  

● COD 

Call of Duty games often include both single-player campaigns and multiplayer modes. 

The multiplayer aspect allows players to compete against each other in various game 

modes, while the single-player campaigns often feature cinematic and immersive 

storytelling. 

● BGMI 

Multiplayer Game 



 
 
 
 
 

 

Robotics 

 

● Robo War 

Robowar is where robots battle it out, proving their strength and strategy in a robotic 

showdown. It's like a high-tech robot gladiator arena. 

● Robo Maze 

Robomaze challenges robots to navigate tricky paths on their own, testing their agility 

and problem-solving. It's like a robot puzzle adventure. 

● Robo Soccer 

Robosoccer is like soccer but with robot teams, working together to score goals and 

showcasing cool teamwork and precision skills. 

 

Cultural 

 

● Pehchan 

Dance groups from different colleges dazzle on stage, moving to the beat with style 

and skill, as they compete to win hearts and applause in a lively dance showdown. 

● DJ 

● Star Night 

A star night with a singer is like a musical spectacle, where the artist shines on stage, 

filling the air with enchanting melodies. The audience is wrapped in the magic of the 

performer's voice, creating a memorable and captivating night. 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Inaugural Ceremony of Avensis 2024 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 EVENTS  

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  



 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 


